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Understanding the mind by simulating the body: virtual humans as a tool for cognitive science
research

In helping to define the field of cognitive science, Herb Simon emphasized the
importance of “understanding by simulating” (Simon 1969, 17-22). By this, he was stressing key
insights that arise from viewing psychological theory from the perspective of computation. For
example, the exercise of translating a conceptual theory into a working computer program forces
a researcher to concretize his or her assumptions and often reveals gaps or internal
inconsistencies in the original theory. Further, working programs allow a researcher to
empirically study how theoretical assumptions interact with each other and unfold over time as
they act on complex environments. As Simon vividly illustrated through is metaphor of an ant
on the beach, such empirical simulations can often reveal that the apparent complexity of
cognitive processes can be illusory – that complexity can arise from dynamic interaction of
simple processes – and that such consequences are difficult to envision without the benefit of
simulation (e.g., see Simon 1969 pp. 63-64; Gratch 2012). Cognitive scientists have taken this
advice to heart, spawning the subfield of cognitive modeling which, in turn has resulted in
detailed and predictive computational simulations of many aspects of human behavior. Cognitive
modeling research has undoubtedly yielded important insights into cognitive processes, yet it
abstracts away many important details about how minds interact with the environment. In this
chapter I argue that only by simulating the body, and the important constraints it imposes on
cognition, can we truly understand the mind.
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Cognitive simulations have provided important theoretical insights and advanced the
field, but they have often been criticized as being too reductionist – breaking cognition into
individual components without consideration of how these parts fit into a complete whole (e.g.,
Barsalou 2008; Rosenbloom 2011). For example, researchers may develop detailed stand-alone
models human memory, learning or decision-making without concern or how these models
might interoperate. Partly in response to such criticisms, several cognitive scientists have begun
to investigate more comprehensive models of cognitive capabilities under such rubrics as general
artificial intelligence or human-level artificial intelligence. For example, Bringsjord and
colleagues have attempted to create cognitive models that can understand and solve problems
from standard IQ tests (Bringsjord and Schimanski 2003). But as any social psychologist would
immediately object, IQ tests and other conventional measures of intelligence are hardly a
comprehensive measure of the rich range of cognitive skills people must exhibit in their daily
lives. Indeed, one aspect of everyday cognition that is inescapable but largely absent from
cognitive simulations is the skills associate with the human body.
From the perspective of cognitive science, virtual humans provide an exciting domain
within which to examine a broader and more integrated array of problems that are traditionally
explored by cognitive scientists. Virtual humans are computer generated anthropomorphic
characters that exist within virtual worlds but are designed to perceive, understand and interact
with real-world humans. Virtual humans are essentially digital robots: they aspire to address
many of the research issues that arise from physical robots but dispense from many of the
engineering challenges that robotacists must confront. Although typically conceived as practical
tools to assist in a range of application (such as training, health care and entertainment), in this
chapter I will outline their potential for advancing cognitive science research. In their most
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general form, virtual humans aspire to simulate the cognitive abilities of people, but also many of
the “embodied” aspects of human behavior more traditionally studied in fields outside of
cognitive psychology, such as nonverbal behavior recognition and production. More
importantly, these abilities are not ends in themselves, but rather the means for virtual humans to
successfully interact with people, and the success of these interactions is a gold standard by
which to judge the success of underlying cognitive models. Through this emphasis on integration
of multiple cognitive capabilities (e.g., language, gesture, emotion, and the control problems
associated with navigating and interacting with a simulated virtual world) and the requirement
that these capabilities work together, in real-time, to interact with human partners, creates a
unique and challenging environment within which to develop and validate cognitive theories and
models.
In this chapter, I will discuss the general technical problems and current techniques
involved in creating virtual humans and briefly discuss some of the applications to which stateof-the-art virtual humans have been applied. I will then emphasize the potential of virtual
humans as a challenge problem for advancing the state of cognitive models. I will review some
existing research that holds this goal and outline some future open issues and directions.

Virtual Humans

Virtual humans are software artifacts that look like, act like and interact with humans but
exist in virtual environments. The motivations for constructing such artifacts are many and
varied. Within human-computer interaction research, recent years have seen an interest in
making computation more “human-centric” meaning, in part, that computers should strive to
interact with people in ways that are closer to how people interact with each other. Thus,
providing computers with the ability to communicate through natural language and gesture can
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potentially make human-computer interaction more effective and efficient. Within media
psychology, virtual humans have gained interest for they influence they have over human
impressions and decisions. For example, extensive research has shown that people treat
computers very differently when they embody human-like characteristics – they treat them more
like other people (Reeves and Nass 1996; Pütten, Krämer et al. 2010). This phenomenon opens
the possibility to use virtual humans to study human social processes, but also has important
practical implications. For example, people are more persuaded by a message delivered by a
virtual human, making the well-suited to communicating medical advice (Bickmore, Gruber et
al. 2005) or selling products. 1
Building virtual humans draws on expertise from a variety of disciplines. In that virtual
humans should look, think and move like people, simulation researchers draw heavily on the
human sciences. For example, virtual human “brains” are often inspired by psychological
theories of human cognition (Laird 2001; Swartout, Gratch et al. 2006), language (Cassell and
Stone 1999; Traum 2008) and emotion (Gratch and Marsella 2005). Virtual human bodies, as
well, are informed by knowledge of physiological and biomechanical processes (Badler, Phillips
et al. 1993; Maciel, Nedel et al. 2002; Honglun, Shouqian et al. 2007). Translating these theories
and findings into working software requires the integration of advanced capabilities from a
number of domains of computer science research including machine perception, artificial
intelligence, cognitive modeling, graphics and animation. Although specific training applications
may not require it, in their most general form, virtual humans must sense, interpret and rapidly
respond to a variety of events and situations (see Figure 1). To mimic the capabilities of people,
virtual humans must perceive the verbal and nonverbal behaviors of human users as well as
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e.g., see Alaska Airlines “Ask Jenn”: https://www.alaskaair.com/alaskawebui/Agent.aspx
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events in both the physical and virtual environments that the user and virtual human share. They
must be able to fuse these multiple modalities, together with prior observations and domain
knowledge, into a coherent understanding of the physical and social environment. They must be
able to act on the user and the world by constructing and executing plans and communicating
through natural language including all the non-verbal communication that accompanies human
speech (e.g., eye contact and gaze aversion, facial displays, and gestures). All of these activities
must work in close coordination and be subject to strict real-time requirements, for example,
responding to a user’s question in about 250ms. The field of virtual human research is making
rapid progress in both these individual component capabilities and their integration into a
comprehensive working system.
---------------------------------------Insert Figure 1 about here.
---------------------------------------The complexity of creating a virtual human can be daunting, given the number of
capabilities that must be integrated into a working system. Fortunately, some of the research in
this area has focused on the development of modular, sharable software architectures to facilitate
application development. For example, several core virtual human capabilities are now freely
available for research purposes. This includes software for sensing human signals including
facial expressions (Bartlett, Littlewort et al. 2006), gestures (Morency, Sidner et al. 2005) and
speech (Schuller, Lehmann et al. 2009). Other software exists for selecting realistic social
behaviors (Lee & Marsella, 2006) and synthesizing those behaviors (Thiebaux, Marshall et al.
2008). There are even integrated packages that provide fully functioning virtual humans and
authoring tools for certain application genres (e.g., see the Virtual Human Toolkit at
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http://vhtoolkit.ict.usc.edu/ or the Relational Agent project
http://relationalagents.com/demos/index.html).

Although still limited in their capabilities, virtual humans have been successfully applied
to a variety of application domains. One promising application are has been their use as “virtual
role players” for interpersonal-skills training (e.g., Hart, Gratch et al. in press). For example,
several groups have developed virtual medical patients that medical students can interact with to
practice their interviewing and examination skills (Johnsen, Raij et al. 2007; Parsons, Kenny et
al. 2008). The Tactical Questioning system allows for military personnel to practice talking to
individuals that they may meet while on patrol or individuals that may have information of
military value (Traum, et al., 2007) and similar applications have been developed for law
enforcement training that include subject interviewing skills training and line-up identification
(Frank, et al., 2002; Daugherty, Babu, Cutler, & Hodges, 2007). The BiLAT game-based
simulation environment allows students to practice their negotiation skills (Kim, et al., 2009). In
each of these systems, the user or training participant interacts with a computer controlled virtual
human in a conversational style similar to the way a human would talk to another human or
interact in a live role-playing simulation.
In addition to training applications, virtual humans are increasingly employed to interact
with general users over the web to accomplish a variety of tasks. One promising area has been
health applications. These applications augment traditional web-based interaction with the more
personalizing, rapport-building and persuasion techniques that people use in face-to-face
interaction. For example, Bickmore and colleagues have illustrated how a human-like character
and specific rapport-building behaviors can lead patients to better adhere to their medical
treatments than other computer-based techniques (Bickmore and Pfeifer 2008).
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Virtual Humans vs. Physical Robots
Robots have recently received considerable interest as a tool for expanding cognitive
science theories (Pfeifer and Bongard 2007; Pezzulo, Barsalou et al. 2011) but virtual humans
can be far better suited to exploring cognitive science problems than physical robots. Virtual
human facilitate exploration of the same challenges involved in perceiving and acting in the
world, but dispense with the engineering challenges involved in creating physical systems.
These engineering challenges have tended to focus robotics research on the lower-level
perceptual-motor problems of navigating and manipulating objects (e.g., Berkeley 2008) and
yield robotic bodies with very different biomechanical constraints than human physiology
imposes (Collins, Wisse et al. 2001). In contrast, virtual human research has been able to focus
on tasks involving higher-level cognition such as language and social interaction and more
realistic behaviors and bodily constraints.
Virtual humans’ biggest advantage is methodological. As a tool for scientific studies,
robots are severely limited. They are expensive, slow, difficult to customize and prone to
mechanical failures. In contrast, virtual humans can be replicated without cost, run faster than
real time, and often trivial to customize. This can be a huge advantage for empirical
investigations. For example, suppose one wishes to explore theories of how emotional contagion
influences crowds behaviors. With virtual humans, it is possible to run large scale monte carlo
simulations of how crowds will flee from a disaster (Tsai, Bowring et al. 2011). Alternatively,
suppose one wishes to investigate how a cognitive model parameter impacts social behavior.
One could simultaneously run hundreds of participants over the web on different parameter
settings (Dehghani, Gratch et al. 2012).
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Virtual Humans in Cognitive Science
From a cognitive science perspective, virtual humans offer many opportunities to enrich
cognitive science research. Here I outline ways in which virtual humans can be seen as
challenge problem for cognitive science research (expanding on the range of inputs, outputs, and
problem domains typically investigated in cognitive science research).

Virtual humans and embodied cognition
Cognitive science is often (and only somewhat unfairly) criticized for studying “brains in
a vat” meaning that there has been a strong emphasis on cognitive processes but less on how
these processes interact with the body or the physical environment. Cognition is often cleanly
separated from the body and environment, with the body represented, if at all, as an input-output
device that executes top-down cognitive commands. Of course, the situated and embodied nature
of cognition has a long tradition in cognitive science. Simon emphasized that apparent cognitive
complexity is best seen as the interaction of simple processes interacting with complex
environments (Simon 1969) and many have argued persuasively how much of the information
we use to solve problems is stored, not in memory but in the state of the world (e.g., see
Suchman 1987). More recent research on “embodied cognition” emphasizes that even the state
of our bodies contains important information that informs and influences cognitive processes
(Wilson 2002; Barsalou 2008) and this work has begun to influence computational models of
cognitive processes (e.g., see Ritter and Young 2001).
Work on embodying cognitive models, while proceeding, is often piecemeal, as vividly
illustrated in Figure 2, which shows EPIC (Meyer and Kieras 1997), a cognitive architecture
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which integrates cognitive processes with several perceptual-motor capabilities while leaving out
most of the actual body. In contrast, current embodied theories of cognition emphasize a more
comprehensive and pervasive connection between bodily and cognitive process than this figure
suggests.
---------------------------------------Insert Figure 2 about here.
---------------------------------------Embodied theories argue that the brain and body are tightly linked: the configuration and
state of one’s body can have a profound influence on cognitive processes and vice versa.
Obviously, physiological processes such as hormones and cardiovascular arousal can shape
decisions and actions (Schachter and Singer 1962). Perhaps more surprisingly, simply the
physical configuration of the body also seems to influence thought. For example, posture can
impact how easily we are persuaded (Petty, Wells et al. 1983) or how motivated we are to
perform a task (Ahn, Teeters et al. 2007); gestures and language are closely coupled such that
disruption in gesture production can impact speech (Iverson and Thelen 1999; McNeill 2005);
facial expressions can influence our emotions and (Niedenthal, Mermillod et al. 2010) and
peripheral physiological processes.
Embodied theories further argue that cognitive processes are heavily influenced by the
body’s relationship to aspects of the physical environment and the constraints environmental
objects impose on physical action. For example, when wearing a heavy backpack, people
overestimate the distance to a goal or the steepness of a hill (Iverson and Thelen 1999); the
physical proximity of objects can influence their perceived value (Kahneman, Knetsch et al.
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1991); and filling out questionnaires in a disgusting room can enhance judgments of moral
outrage (Schnall, Haidt et al. 2008).
Finally, there is evidence that even the perception of one’s own body influences thought.
Some of the most interesting evidence for this comes from the use of virtual environments and
virtual humans to manipulate these perceptions. For example, Mohler and colleagues used
virtual environments to show that people use the size of their own bodies to estimate physical
distances (Mohler, Bülthoff et al. 2008). Bailenson and colleagues showed that social
characteristics like extroversion could be altered by manipulating the height or attractiveness of
participants’ virtual bodies in a virtual environment (Bailenson, Swinth et al. 2005).
Together, these findings suggest that cognitive science, and cognitive modeling research
in particular, would benefit by a greater emphasis on the connection between cognitive and
physical processes (see also Pezzulo, Barsalou et al. 2011), and that virtual humans can facilitate
the exploration of this connection. Such a partnership would act as a forcing function, not only
on the development of cognitive models but also virtual human research. With regard to
cognitive models, it would require a greater focus on the relationship between cognitive and
bodily processes. Interestingly, virtual human research suffers many of the same problems.
Although virtual human researchers represent the physical body, they ignore many of the
physiological and biomechanical processes implicated in embodied cognition. Further, although
many virtual human researchers have rich models of physical bodies, these bodies are often
disconnected from the world – for example, a character may be used to speak and gesture but, for
all practical purposes, is floating in a vacuum. Taking the connection between the mind, body,
and environment seriously can potentially produce a flowering of new research questions and
technological advancement.
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One example of this partnership is illustrated by the work of Sprague, Ballard and
Robinson (2007) on visual perceptual-motor coordination. In this work, they combine a detailed
cognitive model of visual perception with a virtual human model known as Walter that
represents many of the kinetic constraints associated with human vision “in the wild.” The
model is tested on several tasks that require visual scanning and navigation in the virtual
environment. For example, the virtual human simulates a simple navigation task that involves
walking down a street, avoiding obstacles and collecting trash. The body represents the
kinematic constraints of moving in the environment as well as perceptual constraints associated
with vision: e.g., a visual representation must be constructed from multiple rapid saccades. The
model is compared with eye tracking data of human participants engaged in the same task and
they are able to show the main features of the model are present in the human data.

Virtual Humans and social cognition
Humans are social animals that evolved to survive through social relationships, yet
cognitive science and especially cognitive modeling research has tended to downplay the social
antecedents and consequents of cognition. Everyday cognition is largely about relationships:
influencing others, eliciting social support, managing reputations, seeking love, companionship
and entertainment. And in these relationships, our physical bodies play a substantial role – we
watch, we speak, and we touch. In tackling social cognition, however, classical cognitive
scientists have avoided the need for reasoning about bodily processes by viewing the bodies of
social actors as mere conduits that exchange information between brains (Reddy 1979). In this
view, information in the brain of one social actor is encoded into bodily signals that are
transmitted to other social actors and decoded in order to recover the original meaning (see
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Figure 3). This abstraction allows the cognitive scientist to profitably study social cognition as an
exchange of information, without becoming distracted by the messy details of how this
information is generated and perceived.
---------------------------------------Insert Figure 3 about here.
---------------------------------------Several lines of research argue that this clean separation between mind and body leads to
a distorted view of social cognition. Close observers of face-to-face communication emphasize
that social interactions rarely involve situations where fully-formed messages are “transmitted”
from one party to another. Rather, people are simultaneously transmitting and receiving a wide
array of social signals and any “fully-formed” message in the mind of one conversation partner
rarely survives first-contact with the other partner. For example, several researchers have
emphasized how subtle bodily feedback (e.g., nods, smiles and furrowed brows) lead to rapid
adjustments in how a message is delivered (Yngve 1970; Tickle-Degnen and Rosenthal 1990;
Bavelas, Coates et al. 2000; Parkinson 2009) to such an extent that it is often argued that
meaning exchanged between participants is best seen as negotiated or co-constructed (Bavelas,
Coates et al. 2000).
In this sense, the body and bodily processes serve as important constraints that govern
how two or more individuals can socially interact, and attending to these constraints can reveal
much about social cognition. For example, bodily signals communicate meaning but only some
of these signals are under voluntary control. Blushing, for instance, is often interpreted as a
signal of guilt or embarrassment but most people cannot strategically choose to blush. In
contrast, smiling indicates pleasure but is far easier to feign. Perhaps not surprisingly, blushing is
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viewed as a more authentic indicator of underlying emotional state and acts as an important cue
for shaping social interactions (Dijk, Koenig et al. 2011). Another constraint about bodies is that
they must breath. When speaking to another individual, we must periodically pause to take a
breath and these pauses seem to have important social meaning. In this line, McFarland (2001)
found that individuals that liked each other tended to synchronize their breathing patterns,
perhaps to telegraph good points to allow the other party to take turns in the conversation. These
observations don’t invalidate the conduit metaphor of social interaction, but rather they
emphasize that encoding and decoding processes cannot be cleanly separated from models and
theories of cognition. If one accepts this claim, then virtual humans become invaluable tools for
incorporating these bodily processes into cognitive science research.

Bodily constraints on cognition (behavior encoding)
With regard to behavior encoding, virtual human bodies help concretely represent and
simulate the bodily constraints that govern interpersonal behavior generation. Indeed, much of
the research within the field of virtual human research has explored how to create cognitive
models that encode internal representations (beliefs, desires, and intentions) into external
behavior, subject to the constraints that physical bodies impose. For example, imagine a virtual
human is engaged in some joint task with a human observer such as negotiating an agreement
(e.g., see Traum, Gratch et al. 2008). The agent has certain aspirations and preferences that are
unknown to the user and similarly, the user has goals, limits and priorities that are unknown to
the agent. Further, the agent might wish to strategically convey false information that might
extract greater concessions (e.g., “I am uncompromising”). Because it has a complete body, how
are different communication channels best utilized to achieve a good outcome? More concretely,
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how is communicative intent translated into speech, prosodic information, gestures and facial
expressions?
Current virtual human research on behavior encoding draws heavily on traditional
artificial intelligence and has much to learn from cognitive science. For example, in many
virtual humans, speech and gesture generation are very loosely coupled. Many systems use
standard text generation techniques to produce text and then send this to a behavior scheduler to
lay down corresponding gestures (Cassell, Vilhjálmsson et al. 2001). This can be adequate for
very structured social interactions (e.g., where agents can form complete sentences without
interruption). However, this process is inconsistent with evidence from psycholinguists showing
a closer coupling between these processes (McNeill 2005) and there is a growing sense in the
virtual human community that loose modular approaches will be unable to support richer and
more fluid social interactions (e.g., see Wang, Lee et al. 2011).

Virtual confederates (behavior decoding)
When it comes to behavior decoding, virtual humans also have much to offer research on
social cognition. One especially promising idea is the use of virtual humans as virtual
confederates (Bente, Kraemer et al. 2001; Bailenson, Beall et al. 2004). A major issue in
studying social interaction is the problem of experimental control. In order to test a specific
theory of social interaction, scientists face the problem of how to systematically manipulate
social behavior in order to demonstrate causality. One common solution is to employ
confederates. For example, if a scientist wants to test the theory that postural mimicry produces
greater feelings of rapport, they can hire a graduate student to mimic participants in an
experimental study. The criticism of such work, however is that the graduate student is
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obviously not blind to the experimental condition (i.e., they know if they are mimicking or not)
and the act of performing this behavior might fundamentally change the nature of the social
interaction. For example, to mimic a participant, the graduate student has to closely attend to the
participant’s nonverbal behavior and perhaps attend less to the content of their speech.
Virtual confederates hold the potential to address many of the limitations of human
confederates and allow for a more systematic and controlled manipulation of bodily
communicative processes. For example, in an experimental study, one can change the race,
gender or gestures of a virtual human while leaving all other aspects of appearance and behavior
the same. However, this approach only makes sense if people will act towards these computers
programs as if they are people. This is a tall order, and some evidence suggests people treat
computers very differently. For example, negotiators are more likely to accept unfair offers if
they believe the offer comes from a computer program (Sanfey, Rilling et al. 2003).
Interestingly, this difference diminishes if the computer program incorporates social cues such as
a human-like voice or face. Indeed, there is now a substantial body of research that people
respond socially to virtual humans (Nass, Robles et al. 2003; Bailenson and Yee 2005; Kraemer
2008; Pütten, Krämer et al. 2010). These effects seem to increase as the visual appearance and
behavior becomes more human like (Bailenson, Yee et al. 2006), but even rudimentary
characters can provoke social responses if participants are led to believe the character’s behavior
corresponds to the behavior of another human participant (Blascovich 2002), and indeed, a
number of studies using virtual humans use this sort of deception (e.g., Bailenson and Yee 2005;
Gratch, Wang et al. 2007).
Virtual confederates have several important advantages over human confederates for
studying human social cognition: (a) confederates can introduce subtle but important differences
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in non-verbal expression when implementing the same condition across participants; (b) it is
complex to keep confederates blind to their condition which might hinder the performance of
genuine non-verbal expressions. Unlike virtual agents, it is known that humans have a hard time
controlling or faking certain aspects of their expressions (DePaulo, Blank et al. 1992); (c)
confederates are expensive; (d) it is easy to run a study online with a virtual confederate.
To concretely illustrate these suggestions, let’s consider one research effort that explores
the role of bodily processes in a variety of social decision making tasks such as negotiations or
social dilemmas. de Melo, Gratch and Carnevale examined how the bodily expression of
emotion can influence tendencies for people to be cooperative or competitive in social dilemmas.
In social dilemmas, people are faced with a decision between pursuing their own self-interest or
trusting another person to reach mutual cooperation and maximize joint reward. In such
dilemmas, decision theorists argue that the rational thing for a person to do is act so as to
maximize expected utility, which corresponds to pursuing the choice that maximizes selfinterest. The dilemma is that, if all parties act “rationally”, then the collective outcome is worse
for all. Interestingly, people often cooperate far more than predicted by classical models and the
bodily expression of emotion seems to play an important role in these departures from “rational”
behavior (Frank 1988).
To examine the role of emotional signals in participant cognitions, de Melo and
colleagues created an interactive virtual human that could engage in a variety of social decision
tasks including social dilemmas. In a series of studies, they were able to show that virtual human
emotional expressions would influence decisions in reliable ways – for example, expressions of
anger would tend to lower people’s willingness to cooperate (de Melo, Zheng et al. 2009).
Further, they were able to show that it was not the expression per se that produced these effects
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but rather the meaning conveyed by the expression. Specifically, the identical smile behavior
would produce different decisions depending on if it was elicited in the context of a cooperative
or exploitive act. In the former case, participants interpreted the smile as a signal that the agent
had cooperative intentions whereas the latter case (where an agent smiled while exploiting the
participant), was interpreted as a signal that the agent had malicious intent (see de Melo, Gratch
et al. 2011). This data emphasizes that the configuration of the body (e.g., behaviors indicating
emotion) must be seen in combination with environmental events (e.g., outcomes in a joint task)
to make social inferences about another’s mind.
As another example, consider the Rapport Agent of Gratch and colleagues (Gratch, Wang
et al. 2007; Huang, Morency et al. 2011), which was created to assess social-psychological
theories of how nonverbal behavior influences the effectiveness of face-to-face interactions.
According to Ticle-Degnen and Rosenthal (1990), conversations that contain certain patterns of
nonverbal behavior – positivity, mutual attention and coordination – produce a sense of rapport
and are associated with many desirable interpersonal outcomes such as social engagement (Tatar
1997), success in teacher-student interactions (Bernieri & Rosenthal 1988), success in
negotiations (Drolet and Morris 2000), improving worker compliance (Cogger 1982),
psychotherapeutic effectiveness (Tsui and Schultz 1985), improved test performance in
classrooms (Fuchs 1987) and improved quality of child care (Burns 1984).
To assess this theory, the Rapport agent used virtual human technology to simulate
rapport-producing nonverbal behaviors and assess the impact of these on participant’s subjective
and behavioral responses. Specifically, the system used a vision system to detect participant
gaze, posture, gestures and expressions and an audio analysis package to analyze features of their
speech. The virtual human used this information to provide real-time feedback such as nods,
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smiles, and postural mimicry in order to create perceptions of positivity, mutual attention and
coordination. In a series of studies, these behaviors have been shown to create subjective
feelings of rapport, but also behavioral outcomes predicted by rapport theory, such as more
fluent speech, more intimate speech and improved test performance (see Gratch, Kang et al. in
press for a review).

Summary
Virtual humans can serve as an important tool for expanding cognitive science research.
Simon emphasized that computers can serve as important tools for understanding cognition
through simulation. Here, I’ve argued that an important way to understand the mind is by
simulating the body. Virtual humans provide a powerful framework for facilitating this research
in a variety of ways. The exercise of connecting a cognitive model to a detailed body simulation
can reveal important constraints that cognition must obey in order to act on the world or other
social actors. Having a body also allows exploration of the possibility that the mind relies on
bodily processes, as argued by embodied theories of cognitions. Finally, virtual humans serve as
important methodological tools for studying human social processes.
Many challenges remain before exploiting the potential of this technology in cognitive
science research. From the perspective of embodied cognition, the biggest challenge is that most
virtual humans are mere shells of a body. They don’t provide realistic biomechanical or physical
simulations that can act as plausible constraints on thought. From the perspective of virtual
confederates, are increasingly realistic when it comes to physical appearance but far from
realistic when it comes to behavior. Indeed, this disconnect between appearance and behavior
can be disturbing (Mori 2005; Groom, Nass et al. 2009). Thus, advances are needed both in
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enhancing behavioral realism and in finding clever experimental manipulations that work within
the limits of the medium. As these limitations are addressed, virtual humans will become
indispensable for any serious cognitive scientist.
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Figure 1: The component tasks that must be performed by the virtual humans discussed in this
proposal. Such agents must recognize and understand physical and social signals in the real
world, simulate human perceptual, cognitive and emotional capabilities, and act realistically in
the virtual environment in ways that support training.
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Figure 2: The EPIC cognitive architecture explores perceptual-motor linkages to
cognition.

Figure 3: The conduit model of communication inspired was inspired by Shannon and Weaver’s
(1948) mathematical model of communication.

